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Garden Light LED - Low-voltage LED architectural and
outdoor lighting manufacturer located in Tampa, FL.

NAL Lighting Group - Offers a large collection of
decorative fixtures. An NAL brand.

Advant Lighting - By pushing the boundaries of
innovation and design, Advant Lighting is dedicated in
bringing you the best LED lightings. Member of Marvee
Enterprises.

Gauzy - Pioneers of material science and nanotechnology,
Gauzy is the only company currently working with both SPD
& Liquic Crystal, Technology, making them the market leader
in the development and production of LCG® (Light Control
Glass) products.

Nova Flex LED - Customized architectural-grade LED
Ribbon and Neon Solutions.

Alphalite - Cutting edge manufacturer of performanceoptimized luminaires, member of Ka Shui International Group.

Global Lighting Perspectives - Decorative
Exterior Light Poles and Fixtures.

Anolis Lighting - High-end architectural products
for numerous applications including, façade lighting,
wall grazing, downlighting, cove lighting, and inground
applications.

GM Lighting - A major supplier of under cabinet
lighting, linear GM LED tape lighting, and accent lighting for
the residential, commercial, and hospitality industries.

Above All Lighting - Offers ultimate performance in
area Lights, Outdoor Floods, High Bays, Wall Packs, Garage
Lights, Ceiling Lights, Troffers, Retrofit Kits and Flat Panels.

Apure Lighting - Offers state-of-the-art lighting
solutions. Sophisticated and specialized products that gratifies
the silent demand. An NAL brand.
Bold Lighting - High-end architectural downlights,
linears, and track lighting for commercial and residential
applications.
CDS Lighting - Offers quality lighting fixtures with a
contemporary/modern style at reasonable price points. An
NAL brand.

Green Image Tech - LED lighting company based on
the fundamentals of the 3E concept: energy, ecology and
economy.
Hazlux - Fixtures designed to meet hazardous location and
adverse environment applications. You can rely on Hazlux to
safely provide light where you need it. A division of ABB.
Ivalo - Ivalo Lighting designs and manufactures decorative
fixtures for indoor and outdoor applications providing
aesthetic solutions.

C-Flex - Ability to combine a wide offering of Type-C lamps
with multiple driver types.

Ketra - Commercial/Residential Advanced Lighting that
mimics natural light as it shifts throughout the day. Warm dim
to color changing, tunable white (1400K-10000K).

Chameleon Lighting - Offers traditional or out-ofthe-box high performance, high style, functional, decorative
lighting.

Liberty Wire & Cable - Your Best Source for Pro AV
infrastructure products and services. Run with us for products
from Liberty Wire and Cable.

ClearWorld - Cost-saving solar retrofit systems for
streetlighting, solar panels, LED components.

Lightalarms - Leading designer and manufacturer of
emergency lighting systems driven by stringent quality control
standards.

Cree – Leading Innovator Of Lighting Products,
Led Solid-State Lighting, Led Components & Lighting
Products.
C&M Lighting - Commercial and residential quality LED
grow lights at affordable prices.

Lighting Elements - High quality components,
manufacturing, and finish. Offers a wide range of decorative,
office & heavy duty industrial fixtures. An Nal brand.

Orbit Illuminations - European designs, high quality,
energy efficient, and innovative lighting solutions. An NAL
brand.
ORE Lighting - High quality LED fixture including
commercial grade exterior lighting - pole and bracketry.
Puro Lighting - Full suite of proven and powerful UV
light disinfection products that can disinfect both surfaces
and the air up to 99.9% pathogen free.
Schreder - Present and Future Urban Architectural
Lighting.
SeeLess Solutions - Custom plaster flush mountings
for wall/ceiling fixtures.
Snowball Lighting - Wide range of commercial
and architectural products for various applications. Quick
turnaround on most of their line.
Solais Lighting Group - Commercial LED lighting
solutions with ultimate control, high performance and
uniformity.
Soltech - Innovative all-in-one solar-powered LED.
Spitzer Lighting - Indoor and outdoor highperformance LED lighting.
SunLite - LED, Compact Fluorescent, Incandescent, HID,
Halogen, Decorative, Miniature, Specialty, Stage/Studio lamps.
Sunrise Technologies
Manufacturer of high-tech lighting photocontrols for the
electric utility industry.
Sun Valley Lighting - Traditional elegance - Offers
high quality outdoor luminaire/pole/base components in a
large selection of finishes.

D’AC Lighting - Decorative and accent lighting.

Lira Lighting - Offers decorative pendants and grid
lighting. An NAL brand.

Dalume - Dynamic Architectural Lumination, engineering
quality and reliable luminaires.

Liteline - Residential and commerical lighting fixtures, HID
security lighting, Die Cast aluminum outdoor boxes.

The Smart Lighting Company - Offers higher
output linear light fixtures for exterior façade lighting as well
as handrail lighting.

Edisun grow light - Support the commercial and
home grower with a simplified product line at affordable
prices.

Liton - A leader in Specification Grade, Commercial and
Residential recessed and track lighting since 1996.

Transient Protection Design - Quality and
performance first for our customers.

Lucent Lighting - Specialized in the design and
manufacture of architectural downlights, outdoor, spotlights,
linear profiles, surface , pendant and in wall fixtures.

US Architectural Ligthing - Contemporary
relevance - Offer sleek and sophisticated site and area
lighting for contemporary cityscapes.

Lumca - Wide array of lighting solutions that are both
beautiful and brilliant.

Venture Lighting - LED & HID lighting solutions
including wireless control. options.

Lumecon - Michigan-based manufacturer of LED
wallpacks, flood lights, canopies and post-top ornamental
LED products.

WiCanvas - Digital signage solution for LED Wall, Video
Wall, professional displays, customized wall mount and media
player.

Lumencia Lighting - Lighting packages for the
Multi-Family Residential Market, providing turnkey solutions
for your Unit, Common Area, Support Facility, and Outdoor
lighting needs.

Z-Led - Superior design, manufacturing, and sourcing of
LED lighting technology providing high quality, low cost, and
energy efficient lighting products.

Efficient Lighting - Interior and exterior lighting
solutions for multifamily residential units, condominiums,
apartment complexes, hotels, and many other building types.
Eklipse Lighting - Using ingenious and innovative light
sources to design and manufacture luminaires that widen the
scope of architectural lighting options.
ELuxnet - High quality lighting, decorative, and custom
LED products for architectural, commercial, institutional,
residential and entertainment applications.
Envoy Lighting - Quality commercial and industrial
lighting products.
Esse-ci - Offers a full range of lighting solutions for offices,
large scale to boutique retail, schools, hospitals & museums.
An NAL brand.
Exporlux - Lighting technology excellence. Minimize
energy consumption. An NAL brand.
Feelux Lighting - Unique and innovative lighting
products. For installations including healthcare, education,
office environments, hospitality and retail.
Ferretti Lighting - Italian products, simple yet
expressive, focused on functionality and efficiency as well as
design. An NAL brand.

Lutron Electronics Inc. - The leader in the lighting
control industry, offers a wide selection of energy saving
dimmers and lighting control solutions for both residential
and commercial applications.
Luxycon - Architectural linear solutions. An NAL brand.
MKS LED - Emergency, commercial and industrial battery
and lighting products, since 1923.
Modular International Inc. - Contemporary
inddor/Oudoor lighting.
ModuLED - Create an uninterrupted custom look without
the custom price. ModuLED brings a re-envisioned uncluttered
ceiling that is fashionable, functional as well as affordable.
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